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Capabilities of major Asset Management players
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DWM and DPM main activities

Digital 
workflow

DWM  Interface for creating and editing work orders
 Ability to automatically replicate recurring workorders 

Backlog 
creation

 Work package manager to quickly compile documents required for a work order
 Scheduler module with graphical Gant view 
 Order to task list & BOM

Planning & 
scheduling 

 Mobile app allowing use of digital work instructions authored through admin interface 
 Forms and checklists to be used for digital work instructions 
 Digital work instructions to incorporate close-out checks 

Execution & 
closeout

 Reporting & analytics on work orders, improvement KPI’s, reliability and master 
data management 

 Analytics module to create performance dashboards 
 Very strong on knowledge & skills management, competency mapping and communications

Improvement

Specialized 
modules

 STO processes control, scope management, non-integrated planning, long lead items 
tracking, safety, scheduling, real-time effective reporting and control of costs and risks

Shutdown, 
turnaround

Safety, 
compliance

 Official forms that can be updated digitally and automatically categorized for audits or 
safety inspections
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DWM and DPM main activities

DWM  Digital library of work instructions, videos, troubleshooting 
 Documentation lifecycle management (capture, document, revise, approve, publish, share, audit)

Knowledge 
repository

 Allows colleagues to easily share production issues
 Enables live troubleshooting while a task is being performed

Communi-
cation

 Delivers and tracks trainings for new or existing colleagues
 More accurately assigns tasks by understanding who has appropriate training to perform the job

Training, 
skills grids

 Automatically collects data from installed machines and equipment or by manual operator inputs, and tracking 
of availability, performance and quality, to calculate OEE in real-time at the production process level including 
6 losses in detail (downtime, changeovers, minor stops, speed loss, rework, scrap)

Real-time 
OEE and 6 
losses

 Tracks the status of work that is required (e.g., the equipment that needs immediate maintenance, etc.) and 
sends out alerts if completion of work is delayed

 Enables problem solving at performance dialogues and defines actions with owners and timelines

Action 
tracking and 
identification

 Identifies recurring situations and deviations of the normTrends and 
patterns

 Includes the logic for calculating key performance indicators on levels that can be configured by shift, day, 
week, month, and for line vs line, plant vs plant comparisons.

Automated 
KPI calcs

DPM
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Assign a USER to Assets. 
Assign attachment 
Such as training docs/certifications 
to USERS.

Assign USERS to specific work categories 
Based on expertise.
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Maxpanda developers can work with client
To integrate auto meter recording connecting
Utilizing our mAPI. Assets must have an 
online Api connection from manufacture. 
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Enable ASSET DOWNTIME for any piece of equipment. Downtime report stores the length of time the asset has
Been down providing clear analytics for production. Once asset is down, no work orders can be generated to it until
It’s brought up again.
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Over 30 customizable reports to create limitless data
Exported to 8 formats and scheduled weekly/monthly.
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